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Introduction
Treemaps – hierarchies with areabased visualizations

The treemap developed from a specific problem.  therefore searched a way to display a largeBen Shneiderman
number of hierarchical data in the smallest possible space, without wasting space.

The result was the elimination of the common tree structure with nodes and edges. Instead the treemap visualizes
hierarchical structures as a set of nested rectangles. Thus ratios in size can be visualized clearly, because the area
of the rectangles is proportional to the size of the data unit to be displayed.

The belonging to a certain hierarchy level or a second dimension (eg. the deviation to a previous period) can be
shown via the color of the rectangles.

That way treemaps can give a high level view of the data while also showing you the line item details. Your eye
visually aggregates rectangles in the same group, allowing you to see patterns quickly. Therefore our graphomate

 are very suitable as an entry for an interactive dashboard (quick overview). But in order to show the exacttreemaps
values and precise comparisons, other visualization elements have to follow in the navigation path, eg. components
such as our  or .graphomate charts graphomate tables

For our graphomate treempas extension Design Studio 1.6 SP00 or higher or Lumira Designer >= 2.0 and IE 11+
are required. For further information, for example about the deployment on the Business Intelligence Platform (BIP)
or SAP Netweaver, please consult the Product Availability Matrix.

In the sense of a uniform language regulation we speak in the further manual of Lumira Designer or briefly
Designer. Our products are still compatible with SAP Design Studio 1.6.

Please note that we will no longer support Internet Explorer 9 and 10 from 2017.

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ben_Shneiderman
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Installation

Local installation of the extension to Designer

You have installed Designer 2.0 SP00+ on your computer.

Save the zipfile  to a folder of your choice.graphomate_treemaps2.0.x.zip
In Designer, choose  click on  and select the zipfile which hasTools  Install Extension to Designer, Archive
been saved before.
Choose  to start the installation.Finish
Choose  and again  to confirm the installation.Next Next
Accept the terms of the license agreement and choose .Finish
Choose  to allow a restart of Designer.Yes
After the restart, the graphomate extension appears in the Component View of Designer.

Removing the extension from Designer

In Designer choose ….Help > About

Click the  button.Installation Details
Select the component graphomate treemaps 2.0.x
Choose … .Uninstall
In the UninstallWizard choose .Finish
Choose  to allow Designer to restart.Yes

Before opening your old dashboards/BI apps with Designer 2.0, you need to migrate them to m mode
with Design Studio 1.6.
Our extensions for Design Studio 1.6 will also run in Designer 2.0. When starting Lumira 2.0
Designer, please do not import our graphomate extension from SAP Design Studio 1.6. Instead we
suggest using the versions specifically built for Designer 2.0.

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Server installation of the extension

Users need to deploy the locally installed extension to the BI platform before launching the frographomate treemaps 
m the BI platform.

Choose in the BI Platform Mode Tools > Platform Extensions.
Select the extension  that is installed on your local computer.graphomate treemaps
Choose Install on Platform.
Manually restart the BI Platform Adaptive Processing Servers that host the Analysis Application Service and
accept the warnings in Designer.
The graphomate extension appears under Extensions Installed on Platform.
Choose .Close
Again restart the BI Platform Adaptive Processing Servers that host the Analysis Application manually.

Uninstalling the extension from the Server

Choose in the BI Platform Mode Tools > Platform Extensions.
Choose the .graphomate treemaps
Choose Uninstall from Platform.
Confirm the uninstalling by choosing .Yes
In order to complete the uninstalling process, manually restart the BI Platform Adaptive Processing Servers
that host the Analysis Application Service and accept the warnings in Designer.
The  treemaps is then removed from the graphomate Extensions Installed on Platform.
Choose .Close
Manually restart the BI Platform Adaptive Processing Servers that host the Analysis Application Service.

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Quick Start
You have defined a  on basis of a SAP BW Query and now want to depict data series from this queryData Source
with .graphomate treemaps

Drag the component  to the canvas and bind the  to this component viagraphomate treemaps Data Source
Drag&Drop.
On the  select the Data Series from the Query in the Initial view – in rows or columns – which youData tab

want to show by clicking the corresponding button . Just click on the row or column header. The
selected Data Series is highlighted in blue and after clicking  it will be shown in the .treemap
The other UI-elements in the  give you the opportunity to control the appearanceAdditional Properties Sheet
of the .treemaps

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Properties
Basically, there are two possibilities to maintain the features of with the  graphomate treemaps:  Standard Properties

 which lists all parameters in a structured list or with the The latter provides aSheet, Additional Properties Sheet. 
user-friendly interface. There are some special features, which can only be maintained on the Standard Properties

.Sheet

The Checkboxes   next to the features in the  are used to control the visibility of  eAdditional Properties Sheet chart
lements. The chosen  can only be attributed to the component via Drag&Drop or via the  Data Source Standard Prope

under .rties Sheet  Data Binding

Data Tab

Data Selection

For the  two  withgraphomate treemaps Data Series
different semantics can be selected:

Area Series:
The size of the treemap rectangles is drawn in
relation and proportional to the values of the Are

.a Series

Color Series: 
The coloring of the treemap is done with the Col

. Either the values of the data seriesor Series
are mapped to a color scale directly or the
deviation to the  is calculated firstArea Series
and mapped afterwards. The color scheme can
be chosen on the  tab and theAppearance
calculation method (direct mapping or deviation)
can be set on the  tab.Behavior

In order to assign the data series, a data source
must be selected first. The series labels can be
customized via the input box and will be displayed
in the legend, descriptions and tooltips.

Click on "x" to delete the assignment of the Data
.Series

Title

Enter a title for your treemap at this point. If the
Checkbox is activated, the  will be shown. LineTitle
breaks are adopted. In addition, the  can beTitle
formatted with HTML tags and (in-line)CSS.

Clicking the  key (Reload Application) reinitializes the canvas as well as the F5 Additional Properties Sheet. 
This is sometimes necessary when changes in the properties are not directly accepted in the canvas.

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Appearance Tab

Labels

Sets the appearance of the font.

Font Size

Sets the font size for the rectangle labels.

Text Color

Sets the text color for the rectangle labels.

Value Format

Select the format of the treemap values:

Basic: 
Select the format of the absolute and
percentage values according to guidelines of
numeral.js
Extended: 
If a fixed format is preferred, put the format for
absolute and percentage values here. Choosing
a “(“ in the box  will show negativeNegative Sign
values in brackets: (1234). The parameter in the
box  is used as a divisor for scaling theScaling
data label. The resulting format string can also
be set via scripting language.

Set the property  in the Use Formatted Data
 on  to useStandard Properties Sheet true

the formatting of the Data Source.

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Colors

At this point, different settings for coloring the
treemap can be made:

Scheme: 
Change the color scheme for the treemap here.
The default setting is a gradient from red to
yellow to green. Especially suitable for showing
hierarchies are the color scales ,  aHierarchy1 2
nd .3
Invert Scheme: 
If the Checkbox is activated, the color scheme
is reversed (eg. useful if negative values are
shown as positive (or vice versa))
Infinity:
The color selected here will be displayed when
the deviation calculation returns an infinite value
(eg. division by zero).
Null: 
The color set here is displayed when no value
can be derived from the color series (eg. if the
color calculating is based on the series, but no
series was assigned).

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Behavior Tab

Color Calculation Based On

The  determines in whichColor Calculation Method
way the values of the  will beColor Series
calculated for coloring the treemap. The following
options are possible:

<name of the Color Series>: 
Choose this method to depict the values of the 

 linearly on the color scale (ie, theColor Series
largest value is on the right end of the scale, the
lowest on the left).
 Absolute: 
Choose this method to calculate the absolute
deviation between  und ; theArea Color Series
result is depicted linearly on the color scale.
Hierarchy: 
Choose this method to color the treemap
according to its hierarchical structure.

Formula for absolute deviation calculation:

Formula for percentual deviation calculation:

Hierarchy

The different settings here determine how the
hierarchy of the treemap is displayed:

Embedded

Embedded treemaps show the hierarchy by
additional frames in order to display the hierarchy
level explicitly. If the  is activated, theCheckbox
frames are displayed and there are the following
additional options:

Root Node Description: 
The is the root of the hierarchy, theRoot Node 
node that is displayed as the outer frame in the 

 mode. Often this node is simplyembedded
labeled as totals in the data source. At this point
you can rename the label of the outer frame.
Top Padding: 
Set the width of the spacing between the top
side of the frames and the treemap in the embe

 mode at this point.dded
Rest Padding: 
Set the width of the spacing between the frames
and the treemap (for the left, right and bottom
side) in the  mode at this point.embedded

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Limit Depth

If the Checkbox is activated, the hierarchy shown is
limited to a certain depth (entry in field ). ThatLevel
way the treemap shows only the hierarchy from the
root up to the specified depth, all other levels of the
hierarchy are cut off.

Hide Overflowing Descriptions

If the Checkbox is activated, all rectangle labels,
that would extend horizontally beyond the rectangle
width, are hidden. Thus the treemap appears
visually balanced and the focus is on the major
elements.

Outer Padding

While changing the  value theOuter Padding
distance between the chart and the surrounding
frame in Designer can be set.

Is the  smaller than the set fontTop Padding
size, the description in the frame is
automatically hidden.

If you want just thin frames without labels in
order to make the hierarchy more legible in
efficient space, you have to set both Paddin

 values to .g 1

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Helper Tab

Legend

Here you can change the settings for the legend. In
addition to the visibility (activating the Checkbox)
you have the following options:

Area Descriptor: 
The labeling of the legend is generated from the
metadata of the corresponding data series. If
you want to change the labeling of ,Area Series
you can do it here.
Color Descriptor: 
Customize the labeling of the Color Series in
the legend here.

Description Configuration

Here you can change the rectangle labels. The
labels are showing information about the
corresponding . In addition todimension member
the visibility (activating the Checkbox) you have the
following options:

Path: 
The path shows the higher-order nodes of the
hierarchy, leading to the current dimension

.member
Name:
This option displays the name of the dimension
member.
Area Value: 
This option displays the name and the value for
the .Area Series
Color Value:
This option displays the name and the value for
the  (or the calculated deviation totColor Series
he ). Area Series

Tooltip Configuration

The settings in the  areTooltip Configuration
analogous to those in the ,Description Configuration
but apply to the tooltips shown at runtime in the
treemap (thus the effect of the settings in the
Tooltip Configuration is not visible at design time).
Possible settings are also these: , , Path Name Area

and .Value Color Value

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Context Menu Tab

In this tab you will be able to choose which options
are available in the context menu. An activated
checkbox means this options will be shown. The
first checkbox enables or disables the context menu
altogether. Once activated the context menu will be
accessible during runtime by right clicking on the
component. The active operations will be usable as
follows.

Sorting

With  data from the available dimensionsSorting
can be sorted in ascending or descending order.

Filters

Allows you to filter the data by member for all
available dimensions.

Context Sensitive Filters

Shows filters corresponding to the currently clicked
dimension.

Filter and Hide

In addition to the normal filtering this operation also
removes the corresponding dimension from our
initial view.

Clear Filters

Resets previously set filters.

Drilldown

Adds another dimension to the component.

Drillup

Removes a dimension from the chart (this can
cause an error which makes a reload neccessary).

Zero Display

Sets the way zero values are displayed.

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Member Display

Lets you choose the way member names are
displayed (text or key).

A reload resets all changes made with the context
menu.

Position For Totals

Sets the positions for each total value per
dimension to be displayed before or after other
values.

Total Display

Enable or disable totals for each dimension.

Custom Events

There are 10 possible events which can be linked
to your own scripts. These can be defined in the
property sheet and triggered using the
corresponding button in the context menu.

In the  the names forAdditional Properties Sheet
these buttons is customizable.

All operations are executed directly on the
data source, but without changing it.

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Search Tab

At this point you can search for the name, function
or group of a property which are displayed at the Ad

. The appropriate settingsditional Properties Sheet
are then displayed directly and can be changed
here.

Info Popup

Here you can find the version number of our grapho
 as well as a link where you maymate treemaps

report bugs or propose wishes for new features.

A list of all open-source libraries that we used can
be found under .Credits

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Standard Properties
Some (expert) features can only be controlled in the   .Standard Properties Sheet

Area Identity

Is an option of the . If this option is activated, the Area Series is mapped linearly to theColor Calculation Method
color scale; this is useful in connection with the option .Show Area Absolute Values

Ascending Sort Order

Set this option to  in order to arrange the elements of the treemap in ascending order (largest elements at thetrue
bottom right). The default value is , meaning values are displayed in descending order (largest elements at thefalse
top left), corresponding to the natural reading order as the main elements are shown first.

Hide Treemap

If this option is set to , only the title (incl. legend) is displayed. The treemap itself is not drawn.true

Schema

In addition to the color scales available on the , all scales of the  can beAdditiona Properties Sheet ColorBrewers
used. In order to do this, the name of the  together with the number of classes have to beColorBrewer schema
entered seperated by a comma (example: ).Spectral, 4

Show Area Absolute Values

If this option is set to , the absolute values of the  are taken to draw the treemap, ie negative valuestrue Area Series
are represented as rectangle too.

Use Formatted Data

This property allows using the preformatted data of the  for cells of the treemap. This is possible only forData Source
those values that are passed from the . Values, which are calculated in the  itselfData Source graphomate treemaps
– as the deviations for   Absolute and  Percent – are still formatted either in  or Color Calculation Based On basic exte

 number format.nded

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
http://www.colorbrewer2.org/
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Known Issues
At the moment there are no Known Issues.

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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Number Formatting

Possible Inputs for the numeral.js Format String

Floating point    

Number Format String Output

10000 '0,0.0000' 10.000,0000

10000.23 '0,0' 10

-10000 '0,0.0' -10.000,0

-0.23 '.00' -,23

-0.23 '(.00)' (,23)

0.23 '0.00000' 0,23000

0.23 '0.0[0000]' 0,23

1230974 '0.0a' 1,2m

1460 '0 a' 1 k

1 '0o' 1st

     

Currency    

Number Format String Output

1.000.234 '$0,0.00' $1.000,23

1000.2 0,0[.]00 $' 1.000,20 $

1001 '$ 0,0[.]00' $ 1.001

     

Percentage    

Number Format String Output

1 '0%' 100%

-0.43 '0 %' -43%

Source 

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
http://numeraljs.com/
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Possible input for the Extended Number format string

Percentages and numbers are formatted separately. For this two format string are used, which follow the same rules
and structure. In general the strings of characters in the format string are simply replaced in the input number.
Exceptions to this rule would be scaling factors and the number of decimal places. 

The separate elements of the format string are separated by the "|" character. Format strings with less than 7
elements (i.e. 6 "|" characters) are considered invalid and therefore ignored. In this case the standard format without
scaling and with one position after the decimal point is used.

The format string consists of the following elements, the ordering is obligatory and cannot be changed:
| | | | | |Negative Prefix Thousands Decimal Scaling PointsAfterDecimal Suffix

   

Negative The prefix for negative numbers. The string "()" will result in the number will be placed inside
parentheses, including eventual prefixes and suffixes. If   is used the absolute number will beNone
shown.

Prefix A prefixed string of characters, for example a currency symbol or an identifier for the scaling
factor.

Thousands A separator for thousands.

Decimal A separator for the decimal places.

Scaling The scaling factor for the value. This can be given as a whole number or a power, formatted as n^
 A whole number will be calculated as a power to the basis 10 internally. In case of a givenm.

power the value will be divided by it directly. Even negative numbers are possible, for example
"-3" or "10^-3"; in this case the value will get adequately higher. Non numeric inputs are ignored. P

 given a "0" or a "1" will result in a scaling factor of 1. The only way to achieve a scalinglease note:
by 10 is to input "10^1".

PointsAfterD
ecimal

The number of places after the decimal.

Suffix A suffix for the value, analogous to the prefix.

https://graphomate.atlassian.net/wiki/x/SQFNB
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